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0.13.-llann' a theo:L'\V of ttni'\Nl':t":sal'~ ata~cng .1nte:raotion it.a axtentitia 

•• tacludo ,·1oa1, :t.nter.riot1 .. otlS·• 'J!ko, w-0eul.t !Lo found to bo oonsleteni . 

dtit e1q:0:r1,:11Hmt ... 

Gell. .... Mt.tnn11 hi:us r·eoently pl!,op<n.H?:tl thu.t tho inte:raeti1:>no of pi·one 

w:ttb nuoloono antl hype.won-G ttlicO un:lJrortu.l \';it:tb nn ·1n·tolr.aotion comstant 

about f.:tft':e.n t1mos larger them th~no of K-mooon.s with bar3<lnGo Ac~ 

cording to hia. ooheme the veritH.iel ba:r:,,one mQy be O·OllSido-red tlG fo-r~ 
'." ,\ .· 

1Jli £.ou:r degono;ca.to doublets which o'rinnot 1.l'e dist::tnguiohml fit"om ono 

another if the interaction with K.-mc1.1ona ,•,or,o r1baent •. In tbis noto 

we aha11 · oorrcle1tc tbie aymmat:ry 1;,rop,:r'.ty with tho ohargo tt.nuop;cndent -

nature of the pion-baryon 1nteraotiono. Thio aamo oymmet:ry :to then c~• 

tond•d to inclmlod \'lOOk iltcore.otions n,nd dofinitn · forms of intoraot:lon 

f11notiono are obtcdnetl., Thomo. i:ntorno.%~on f-imo·tiom:i lea.a in vu:, nu.

tux-al vtay to the wol1 ... kn,own ae·leo'Cion rule/· •t :: 1/2 ~ 

\1.o· lu:tve not oonnide1~cd ·the 11oan::.t.~·:ll'.Vey ·th!l.t tho 11:tenk :tntcra.ot-
1 

ions ilttt.lJI' b.o 11Zar5:.t3 n,on ... o:0t1J:101\v1ng;6 !f~'(:c·v.-or, ·to 1i:>r:toml ·blio :r.nveo·t:1gnt-
, ... 

we sl1al.l n.tJll'''t 1>y cirt>i~cnoin.g m.00co:.n. ,o_nu bar:,y~n t1nvo f'11.111ot1ona in 

op;Luo1· no·tuti.cm.,i. Ut.&i1113 X{)llo\·tii.lS :i;;ozrii-0/oimt~'l~t:i:.:on, foz- Pauli a11e:tz-iict:Hl 
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where the dotted indices are transformed as the complex conjugate 

o! the undotted indices, and )) :., , J '.. , etoe 

represent wave functions .of the correspon~ing particles. Since we 

shall only consider rotations in three di~ensional isobaric space, 

the dotted indices.will also transform contrava.riantly to.the un-. 

dotted indices. Thus the following expressione are invariant under 

the transformation: 
' /.:... ~" c~c~ c,,c ·c c _ 

I o(, ) , 

r ~;; '"'-~!_ 

l l 

(J) 

where repeated indices means summation over«= 1,2. 

According to d'EspQgnat and Frentki2/ the strong interact1ono 

o:r pions with nucleons and cascade particles are given by 

(4) 

The intofaction function of pions with, 

likewise given by 

and j\ particles are 

(5) 

\. 
r c. c. (5" ev) 

It is now essential in Gell-Wamc's scheme to considor only two ca-

ses: ( 1) /_, = o, · and ( 11) ::· since in all other 

cases, as it can be seen from (5a), the mass increment of ..-\ and [.; 

due to interaction with pions will not1be the same and therefore the 

inclusion of /\ in one wave function·, .. would have little 

• 
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significance. We see that the above two casses only lead to different 

signs for· the first term of (5a). Remembering that all wave functions 

are defined only up to an arbitrary unimodular factor, these two ca

ses will become identioal if we replace /\ by - /\ • Therefore the 

a•ove· two cases are essentially the same and in the following we 

shall only consider the case-(1). Then (5) becomes 
, . 

(6) 

are invariant under rotation in 
e 

_ isobaric space. This invariant prop~rty is however more stringent 

than the requirement that the interactions of pions with baryons are 

independent of the charge of the meson. To ensure the latter proper-

ty it would be sufficient for (6) to be invariant under transformation w 
___ CY,, 

with respect to those indices which are contained inJl • To illus-

trate this poiht we write (6) as sum of two terms: 

(7) 

The interaction will be independent of the charge of the meson if 

the two terms in (7) are invariant separately under spinor transfor-

mation with respect to the indices ?>: and / , 1.e., if y'. and ./ ,; 
'·/ 

,_. are transformed as two sp1Jlnors of the first rank,. 'l'he 

above argument can also be put more precisely as follows: Write 

down (6) explicitly we obtain 

H} == :} : ( ~· 1 
~, ~);-- I/. - \/, ,;>- y:; 'i 11 :, +</> (I \,, Y:?JT +- ::;--.;_ a:: -::_1 

1;r() 

(8) 
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s We see from (8) that the interaction causea' only transitiou bet-
-+ ()° 

ween .2._ and Y · and also between;~- and 7:.. 0 

, but no transition 

from the doublet I 4- , }'.o to the doublet J= - , l O • Tlis already 

shows that as far as interaction with pions is conserned, _these 
. . .·· ·. rio ~~ 

two doublets are as distinguished from each other as the doublets i::.. j t..'.:: ::~ 

and N-'· , N(• • Now the hypothesis of charge independence says that,, 
··1 i j S·· ·. · 

1• interaction with hyperons the pion,case no difference between. 
~-r .,o - ,, 
L; and '/ · and also no difference between 2_. and i.?; · • Thus the 

interaction will be the same if the hyperon state is an arbitrary 

superposition of I + and '/ I) or of r ·- and .~7£ ,2> • It wili not be ne-

cessary to consider superposition 01' 7:+ , ): 0 
, L,_, and z<l since 

the interaction does not cause any ·traneition from the L +, Y '° state 

to the [.:... , Zc state. In mathematical lqguage this means that as 

interactioms with pions are concerned, [f- , Y O 

and 

};- , zt, should be considered ·as two spinors and not as one spi

nor-ma:ltrix. 

Following Gell-Mann we may assume that the interaction constants. 

'j
1 

, 3_ and J
7

. in (J) and (7) are the some. Then the strong in-

teraotions of pions with verious hype.rans can be wtitten in the 

following univerial form:• 

(9) 

(9a) 
C 

If we assume further that the unrenormalized masses of N, :=; and£ 



particles are originally the same ( the a.quality of masses of /\. 

and )' ho.a been assumed before), then Gell-Mann's "global symmetryfl 
_:..../ 

obtained: The baryons form four pairs of degenerate doublets which 

cannot be distinguished from one another if interactions with X

mesone were absent. From the £oregoing derivation we sec that. the 

equality of all baryon masses is not necessary for the universality 

strong interactJons with pions, the latter only requires tho equa

lity of unrenormalized masses of /\ and-r~ particles •. 

Fol~owing the same spirit we may also propose an universal 

·weak interactions of pions with baryons. Unlike the strong inte-
( ') 

raotions in which the pions interact only ,vith one bary-on field Y 1 
• 

in an elementary actl in weak interactions the pions· must interact 

aimultaneously with two different baryon fields. We assume that the 

univer•al weak interaction is given by_ 
41 . . . 

J---/ Iv i;i •····· ;j/; 11 i:/4. J("'r' '/{
11 +- C. C. (10) 

;Where G is. the .un1Yersal constant for the weak interactions we no
o.r.· 

te that the. behaviour1, (10) under rotations in isobaric space is th• 

same as the strong 1nteraction(9). 

The interaction functions (10) with different values of 1 and 

j, as they stand, do not all conserve the electric charge of the 

system. We see essily that electric dharge is conserved only for 

the following two einteractions 

H ~/f =: - (,y No/. )lc5:</, tf; '.~ -r C, C • 

Hw1:::. ~ q 2/\/f tflt + c. C.. 
(11) 
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Before we proceed further, it should be pointed out that an 

alternative form of weak interaction functions which satisfy all 

requirements satisfied by (11) also.exists: 

t' I V1 / - - c.,"' N~ --;~: txp: y /2. .-\- cl C, . . 

As in the case considered before (12) ·reduces to(11) if we replace 

/\ by -/ • _ Since the a.mbigui ty in the sign of the wave function<., 

I\ has already been removed by the ahoice of (6), therefore_ (11) er( 12) 

must now be different. fDom each otherr,:•riting (11) and (12) in usual 

(lJ) . 

. ' 

where the upper and ·1ower signs before!\ .correspond to interaqtion 

(11) and (12) respectively. It will be _noted that. (11) and ci2Y are ·com

ponents of a spinor in isobaric space. That the weal-f IIarriiltonians 

for weak interactions are spinors in~obaric space has already been. 

proposed and investigated by several authors31 .. Such Hamiltonians 

will ensure the change by 1/2 of the isotopic spin T. We notice that 

.no term in (lJ) will cause the transition 
., 

N + it ., We see . · 

also from the form of (lJ) that ~--. particles have only transition 

to the state T = + 1/2 (i.e., .6 T = ·- 1/2_) .• At first sight this would 
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mean that (iJ) is in disagreement with the experiment since we 
-

know that 'the decay process I--~ N"'+ IT.- has comparable life 
' ' + ti!Jje as the decay process of I: o V/e shall show 'b.hat 1:,1nder. the in-

flueince of strong interactions our weak interactions (lJ) can still 

lead to 1- decay*~ The decay process may take place via strong 
' interactions in° the following manner: 

I~ Yi-+ I\ ~- '{[- -t f{- '+ N'+-+ 'ii-.;., N {) 
(14) 

(15)' 

If we take (11) as the Hamiltonian for weak interactions and . 

(J) and (6) as the Ilamiltonians for strong interactions, then af

ter some straight 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
-«· It should be stressed that owing to strong interaction, the 

selection rule for 4 T as read from the Hamiltonian for weak in

teractions is in general.not the same as the observed one. For in

stance~ the unstable strange particle under consideration may be 

converted by strong inter~ction into another _unstable strange par

ticle for-which the ·selection rule given by the inter4ction Hamil;.; 
. . . . . 

tonian is different~ If t_ho decay of. the original particle takes 

place through this--· second particle, the selection rule for the pro

cess must be ,nfodifiede Even when we do not consider another unstable 

particle 9 the st_range particle under consideration may still omit 

virtual mesons so that the isotopic spin T' of the particle in this 
' A.,., 

virtual state as a vector in the space-quantization diagram ia sp-

posite to the direction of total T. Thus we have I T=-~ T'. If 
.\,\,,-
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the interaction Hamiltonian only allowsi say, ~1 T - + 1/2, we 
l ' 

see immediately that if decay take~ place trough this virtual sta-

te, the change of Tis given by~T.~ - 1/2~ Detailed considerations 

will b~ given el~ewhere. 
--------·--------.---------------.... -~---------------.. ____ ....;. __ _. __ ~---·-·--•"""~- . 

forward calculation we find that the transition amplitudfl for 

is just equal and opposite to that of (15}~ :ae can easily see ti:1.ctt 

f,or. more. complicated :paths 'th.e':>:Contr.ib~tibn from vi::d,tw.1 
·: ' ' .... ". : - ·- ' .,..··. ..... ..,· .-... ·::, "·. :·", ·.· :\,·_ .. ·. . •.· 

ticl es and sim,i'lar C ontri but ions :from, virt: urtl. ~:·. r ::.rL tc 1 n.:; 1.:l.J. \'/t!,JTS 
. . . . 

cancel one another and .therefore- the net transit:l.cm ::unr1l:i.tndc ror 

2.,- decay is always zero. However, ·if.we tti.lrn (12) · r.tn hhti lnte

raction Hamiltonian, we -find ,that_ the correspond:tng arnp11t.udes ,,::,1-

ways r~enforoe each other .• Con~iqJently we obtain a non-vanishing 

transition ·amplitude for the ~~; dect1y,. the li~e time of whic:h 
.:-· ., 

is c omperable . with the. 6f l... decayt •. , 

We conclude from ihe above result that (12), not (11) ii should 

be taken as the Hamiltonian for universal weak interactions .. 

In the following we shall sh.ow that (12) also lead to decay . 
0 ' of K meson. The most general form of interaction Hamiltonian of 

K-mesons with baryons are given by 
I - ... • . • . ~ . 

H = j ,:,or v_.1 . ·. k t + .[_ ,: __ , c<,fi .';:13 kp 4- ✓ N w . t,. 
: , w. r ot13 . . . -~tr .u. . . . . .. J3 , «: 1 at.,13 /3 

. """7 • fx,_1' ' . 
4 ii, N~ lf ' k13 ' . -f ,'' C - ·, : 

(16) 

In usual notation this is 

J-/ = ( f, +:£_) 2 Yi /( * /\ + {J,-:/4_) 2 'C • [ I< * + 
, ~ I"""-"" ' 
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According to Gell-Mann the. int~I'e\ct:1.on.·ib~n;tants f~ :are· one ·.·or~ 

der smaller than cl in (9), and (16). is; rrisponsible for the mass ,~; . 

differences of nucleon, } - , /1- and::; ...: parti_cles·., The decay of 

K0 into -; . ' + T: ·and· TC., + .'C) can take place t_hrough the strong 

interactioi{s (J) and (6), the moderate strong interaction (16) 

and the weak interaction (12)o The ~implest diagrams for such 

processes consist of three vert~ces, one for each kind of inte

ractiono The smallness of -f, in comparison with q may have 
• V ·:, ,. (; 

the effect· of malcing the decay life time ·of K0 -mesons longer than 

those of and , but this effect is compens~ted by the 

situation that the number of virtual paths is rather large (about 

·ten)o Another compensating factor is the large avo.ilable phase spa

ce of the final states. Therefore w.e may. expect that the .i~fe. 

time of K0 -decay will come .. out t·o· be'' of the same order as' that 

of I a.nd ~,-· particles, in oonsistent,with the experiniento 
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